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FAIR NAME:

CLASS: _    (Example: Small Fair = Class 1) DIVISION: ______

a) What was the goal? Define the challenge/ problem/target audience and explain what you

were trying to accomplish.

b) How did you achieve the goal?  What steps were taken to solve the problem or

accomplish the goal? Who was involved in the project? Include any working relationships

with other agencies/groups.

c) What were the results? Include tangible and quantifiable benefits such as financial,

public or media awareness and attendance. Use percentages when applicable.



 

 

Setting up the booth. 

Georgette & Nelly, Fair Street Team. 



 

 

Applicants waiting in line. 



 

 

Nelly with new citizen/Fair employee Mombi & her husband. 

New citizen Miguel Angel and his wife. 
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Exhibitor Name:   Patricia Wallace 

WEN:   6A39E3 

Division:   Section 2 - Innovation & Managemen 

Class:   19 New Community Outreach Program 

Title:   

Description:   


	SDCF Div 19 final
	SDCF Div 19 Photos

	FAIR NAME: San Diego County Fair
	CLASS: 4
	DIVISION: 19
	GOAL: As part of our continuous effort to increase Fair attendance, we are constantly seeking new groups and alternative markets to target and invite to the Fair. In San Diego, there are monthly citizenship ceremonies, where approximately 1,500 - 2,500 legal residents per ceremony become new U.S. citizens; there are usually one to two ceremonies every month on the same day. The idea was to provide each new citizen with two complimentary Fair tickets, as a way to celebrate their new citizenship, which hopefully they would turn into a new annual tradition, if it weren't already.
	ACHIEVE: Our Community Outreach team contacted U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, to request authorization to set up a booth on the patio, outside the building where ceremonies were to take place, in order to have contact with people after receiving their Naturalization certificate. Permission was granted, and our team set up shop during two separate dates and distributed a total of approximately 8,000 tickets to some 4,000 new citizens. The effort was very popular and highly accepted; in addition to celebrating their new citizenship, people were ecstatic to receive the unexpected tickets from the Fair.
	RESULTS: Our tickets are traceable and scanned at our gates upon entry. Out of the 8,000 tickets distributed, a total of 3,295 were redeemed at the gates, equal to a 41% redemption rate which is extraordinary. One inspiring testimonial came from Jill, an Exhibits Dept. Coordinator who became ill during the Fair. As she was being transported on a bus, she offered the bus driver tickets to the Fair. He thanked her and said he actually got tickets at the inauguration ceremony, that is was an absolute highlight of his day and, and that it was a new family tradition he will forever cherish.


